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Since,the schools which ,are 4esi$ atad as "pliivate" or "nonpublic ",

.

s

* .

"in'the United:Sates are more often.c lied .!'independent" in British Columbia,
...

-7-=--

and since ext4ded passages in W esemt report Were originally prepared
.#. ;

et. 0

i for a reliorts.in British Columbia,'
. .

eaders should be foarned bf some
1

inconsistency in thisStegard',. sin ewe- use "piivati" and'!'independent"

4$
.

lir
\?interchangeably in the Paggiarmhip follow.

. Funds .for the data-acouisi Phases iof,.tie rpm surveys reported
.

(

her were provided, by grants f .om the''BritiSh Columbia Ministry' of Education

to,the EducatiomalAesearch Institute oi British Columbia ( ERIBC). ERIBC,

iniNurm, was respOnsible.40r data- acquisition in both surveys.: The planning
-4.

and.an4lysis of the surveys was finscled .by'the National:InstitUte of

Education. (Washington, Dc.) aid was executed,t the UniverSity

San Frafidieco.

/ -
I

IlaSttroond Information
S
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British Columbia' pAiddirectly to independent sOhOols, is
.

.allocated on a per-pupil aintrage-attendande hasis. Either ode Of two

r,

"1-



,levels of aid i

3

vailable.ro independent schools that want it and can

qualify. "Grou 1" schools.receive assistance amounting to 9 percent of the

ver-pupil oper ting costs of public schools in the districts in which given

`- .independent s hOols are located. This aid involves no provincial regula-

tion to spe: of at ail. For "Group 2" schools the amount of aid is

30percent of.public schooroperating_expenses in the districts in which

given ind pendent schools are,located. It entails a little regulation,

thus far apparently benign in nature and:application. Almost all indepen-

o,
dent s ools applying for the aid have opted for the "Group 2," or 30 per-

cent, level. During the 1978-79 school year, rhe Group 2 aid averaged

approximately $500 per pupil pe year; during 1979180, the amount rosetoNo
oximately $625.

Even at the current 00 pe cent) level, British Columbia's aid to

&pendent schools seems SUffici .t to ba7 a notable.impact on indepen- ,

.. ,

dent schools.' For instance, Jude/Aide= schools could reduCe their fees now

that the p ovine is payiris Part ofIttheir costs'. There could be leis need

-,
7, i .

_,Y 1

'for many contributed.sarviceS. Espe
\
ally in school's that previously

operated nu a shoestring, the.new mon i could be-used to improve programs.

Increasing provincial regulation3(if i

4,

N

\inguishing* features of independent

schools. Patrons of independet schools 0,7 Id become less active in school

`chools as belonging to government

oduced to ensure that the aid was

properly used, could obliterate many dis

affairs, tending more and..more to view the

.
rather than' to them. Teachers in independen

'potential support,for independent schools as v

increasingly adopt a "union mentality," focusi

schools, seeing. the source of

t

-.4 on their salaries and

4

,y inexhaustible, could

ar



fringe benefits. Schools previously tottering on the brik of insolvency

could enjoy a more secure future. Many other possibili ome to Mind.

The larger investigation of which the present study %s a part is

addressed to many possible effects of aid to independent schools, including

effects on the taxation structure, public' schools, parental choice, and

political life in British Columbia. The present report concentrates ex-

clusively on the effects of the aid on social climates in independent schools.

Before it became evident thartthe British ColuMbia legislature would

seriously consider giving aid to independent schools for the first time in

B. C.'s history,ths" principal author of this study (Erickson), along with-

Richard Nault, began an investigation, in, the five most westerly' provinces

in Canada, that concentrated on identifying important differences between

publicly suppolked Catholic elementarY'schools-(then found in Alberta,

Saskatchewan, and Ontario) and privately supported Catholic elementary

schools (then found in British Columbia and Manitoba). Funded` by the

Spencer Ebundation (and consequently identified here as. "the Spencer study"),

that study indicated (mostly through interviews with teachers and parents

who had experienced both publicly and priv4tely supportedCatholic schools)

that the latter were Sramatically superior to the'former with respect to

several social climate -Characteri stick as commitment, consensus, and

2,
community Thbugh the data were cross-sectional father than longitudinal,

it did not take an unusual leap in logic to riggest-two possibilities, at

least hypothetically

(a) The social climate differences suggested by respondents in

a
the Spencer study are produced partially by the differences in school



funding (public'vetsus private). -

(b) Aritish,Coiumbia's new Program o public aid to independent

(
schools, announced. while the Spencer Study was in proceis, has the potential

of altering social climates in that province,

same general lines.

s independent schools along the

2. Research Methods

When the present Study was Planned, we designed it to test, among

other things,,. the possibilities raised by the Spencer sidy. We began by

attempting,,both verbally 'ind in diagrams, to make exioiicit therelation,-

ships suggested by.the Spencer loterviews; Later,ye

to develop.measures of the msjorconcsPts in that cohceptualita.

tion. We a4opted this strategy for two basic reasons:
A

that the social climate differences in question might Well: be the major
,

distinguishing-features between public and independent schools, at least

First, itappeared

when the latter were privatelz supported, SecOndly, we.noted evidence "
that social climate might be a major determinant.of

student learning and other-valued School outcomes.

The best comparisons across a span of time, such as the comparisons
,

made here between data'gathered in the spring of 1978 and data gathered in

the sprimg.of 1980, involve identical samples. Since our unit of ana

(Spring, 1978) and Survey B (Spring,'1980)

)5 i%

We drew "the, sample of schools iri sarveq A (Spring, 1980), by using
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th e proced UX44 d4Nribed below. In .Survey B (Spring, 198077-4 sought doe

f7m all 3c1112°1° that partici.pated in Survey A. Other sch°ols particip4red

in Survey B, but for the\purposes of the present report'

We dell:mad the int ded independent school sample as consisting of

all 92 independent
schools then operating (according to the kost accurate

Greater vemc0414,

prince George.

list available) at
the Southern tip of Vancouver Islvd, in

in the Lowe . Fraser
Valley, and in a stall hinterland 9d.t1,

Each of "Nis was matched itst the public school Of similar grade

level that was rhS
closest_ geogr phioally, snd om the regtlting pool of

92 pUblic echCols4 45 were selecte y means of a probabilltkic sample stra-

tified by glade 1/'el
and urban- suburbs n...hinterl d. qertlY because the 'Aid

1'. program was
I

great haste

ti3s6.

ill out
initial

and pertlY because we ereyforcad to act with

sum44 we encountered problems of aonparticips-

Whereas our

for-a sample °f 92
independent s6hoo;s and 1.5 public

.

school sample was onsiderably reduced. By the time

(Spring ,i.1978) and 11"Survey B (Spring, /980), we dis ovved Chit useable

origil' plans called

actual

cooPleted Survey A

t data from suNys had be obtained from 31 in

student quelcionaetes,
21 independent schools for+ the parent qui'4tionnair es,

and 28 in dep d
chools(fOr-the teacher questionnaires.

.4

dent bdhools for the

7
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Except for sch ols with 50 students or fewer,4Where all students
ov

t
(

.

.

,above the third grade were included in the sample, the odd and

warevalternated from school to school and one entire classroom of students

70 grade

at each of the selected grade levels (aboie the third grade) was ciloalE at-

randoIll for the'student sample. The questionnaires were administered co the

students in their regulsr'clasarooml, with strong assurances of anonymity

In smaller schools, all, teachers were included in the intended sample, itn61\1

in some larger.schools, fifteen teachers

questionnaires Jere personally handed to

selected at random. The teacher

the teachers,.along with an explena-

tioti concerning the study, and were either collectedin person or (if
.

.taachati'preferred) mailed in later. Thirty pa nts were selected'at ren-
/

dom each school, using a procedure that'avoide4 over-s ection of paranta

With large families. Parent quest nnaires were administered by mail, ytch

Ar sefollow-ups in Surve71 (Spring, .1978) and gur in Survey B

. ., ., r
4' 1980). Response rates for parents were 68 percent in Survey A and 75 Per-

Oen urvey S. There was virtually no nonparticipation by 'students, 0-

. .

ceps Far giblets. The response rate for 'teachers._ is known to be low, but

4

was, not calculated by the lirvay agency in ,British

1

When the data were availible front Survel

(Spriag, 15 the items designed to form the various scales were examiaed

a

FS

07egpitically bt wmeans of cluster and tor analySes: Items were included 4,
.

---c%°"'
1

,

.

in SC4les 047 when to do-so was deemed, defensible on both conceptual and
...___.,

1
. ..-

eivirlcs1 grounds . 1

444,

4

)fs
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Ve limit our cOmperiealla between Survey A (Spring, 1978)

AP
and Survey = (Spring, 198.0 strictly to dimOnfioes compoled of, items that

were I entice in Survey A and Survey B, and to identical schools.

"the school is the 401t Of analysis in the comparisons

that fel -- All schools involved in these comparisons had been pertiOiPatiXt

in the p blic aid since its inceptidn. vie individual resItensee of Arents
.-.../

W .

.

have been aggregated to create a mean forallParents.in a Oftific school,

the-individual responses of teachers have heel:Iaggregated to. create a mean

for all teaq ors in a.SiVen se ool, and, the individual resPonsee of student4
.

have been aggregated to create i mean for all students in a ;given sch04.

. . .,

We have adopted a particularly straightforward approach in them
i

comt%

,

,prisons. We compare theamans ftrill indarandeftt scilola,in Survey

(Spring, 1978) with the.melma for all indePeOd'i t schools in Survey B

(Spring, 1980). We uee simple t-tests
,

° tortelLte4 '4'414 0A els:VAN:I:

, Many additional
,,

d
famine the data by means ofanalyses.can and will be performed. We can famine

multivariate tatistical-procedure. We can "Wats private schools of all
I

types. We can compare public and private cl10°1 Much work can be done

on the psychometric-properties of the iteos.
woli,c44 intloduce uumerout

, controls to assess the possibility that campeVisons betweea-Survey A 'and-44

;.,,Y

Survey B are a function of almpling error, pOt thevb and many other add/-

remember that we ha not developed ,our meesu ).)

analyse must await. a future repert-

. Readert should
. 0.-- , ,

of Change by asking regpondents whether-the, Olive noticed changes., Rath, ,

I
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.
/-\

we have asked the in Survey A .and 'Su ey B, to respond to identicaliCeks

describing social
'limate in the schools, and we have examined differenes

in these reports to change from Surrey/A (Sprit*,
1910) Survey 4

(Spring, 1980) ,I

A
re thesis findings Resorted Earlier

In an earlier
report, findings from a comparison of public

and private schon14
the basis of

1978) were delineated and discussed

findings echo ma

data exclusively from SotPey A (Spfillig,

if*

in considerkhle derail. These

of the results of the Spencer study lerlti°Red

earlier. In both Seem notably inferior

CO privately

instances, publicly, funded schobls

fLtad%d schools with respect to such social 'cllOte

characteristics
4' consensus, commitment, and sense of commi/nItY On

I the basis of thes q. findings, we46
iiii

that BriFish d614N)Ws
aid to

ffect on se47efal social clime
)

. 0 J 1,

t we had even more reas00 to hypothesize

ependent seEools would halve a deleterians

characteristics of indapedent schools.

ti

e

ti

1

10
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Current Findings:'Private Schdol Citta tele Compared
ACroasji<1.111jrit14 Spring, 1980

1. Changes in Reports

10 Survey A (Spring, 1978), differences bettreen public and independent
And prorsounced

schools Vara more frequent in the reports of parents than in the reports of

teachers and students'. We begin, then, with an attempt to se* whether Pir

ants' rePotts of independent school climates evidftle Any change between

Survey A and Survey B.
1

jeciativii. In Survey A, p ents.wsre &Cutely aware that raven-

dent schools were in JeoPerdyamc of fiscal shortages. In both Sus-

1 Vey A and Survey 8, jeopaT was assessed iNteruts of parents' "responses

to the following items:

I have often t: eight that this school m-ghi t close for lack of

I Irish tiis school could afford a better but/ding.

This school seems to have all the etibipment it really needs.
(Negatively worded)

If patshts hadn't helped ut in many naps
would haVe closed a Long e ago.

/
Tbachat salaries in th s school are lower

ManY parents feel that bey are fresponaible for keeping this
from collapsing.

at this school, theschool

than ,they odtht to be.

Thie'schoolh'hse all the money it really neat'
(Negatively worded) ---'b°

3 to run a good program.

7-"1-

Except for the negatively- vosigd items,. the reepchge choices were`



I

ow"

origiaelly valued as follows .

duced):
S.

0 no opinion
1 strongly agree
2 tend to agree
3 tend to disagree
4 strOng4,disagree

wet
efinementstater intro-

Quite obviou4y, high scores indicate less perceived jeopardy.

As Table 4 indicates, the mean of school means, was 15:67 in/tUrvey

and 18.15 in Survey A, indicating an upward shift of 2.48, of:117A stan-

dard deViations, th a statistical significance b0ond the .001 level.

Apparently: thefinflOwof public money (at an average level of 30 percent'.

of publilecechool par -pupil operating expenditures) had been suffidlent as

, . .

anyone would expect, co diminish c4e'perceptill by parents that independent

schools were in danger of casing because of insuffiCient financial re=
f

SOUrceSe

b. Need of Parental Ref, \Jeopardy is one influefice that seems"

likely to generate the perception tbift the sch7o1 needs parents'

8inMe jectiardy has diminished;, ,his the tendency for parents too' perceive
,

the school as needing their help (end toe inclined to respond) declined
ti

accordiugli4)

he following two items war* used both in Survey A (Spring ?.1978)

and Survey.8 (Sprint, 1980) to- elicit parent's percepEions in-this regard:

(Need of Help) . ,

... .
,

. \ 4
. .

I get the feeling that they don't really ne4S/aul. help from ma at
this child's sdhool.,Oregstivsly worded) -`

s

..;4*
.

. * or
Toirarsly see any parents helping out at 'his school try-dotatins
their time for various activities. Mogui ywordedLt.

j
12

4.



TABLE ,4

COMPARISONS BETWEEN PARENTS IN SURVEY A (1978) AND SURVEY B (1980) ON
'SIX COMPOSITED SCALES SUMMARIZED ON 21 INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

Scale .

. -i,SchpolM6ans,

.s.:

Mean of

',Survey A"

. Mean of
School reanp,
Surveg B N-

,

c

Difference
Correlated*

t

,Ife-

_

(1) Tarentieopardy 15.67 18.15 -7.48 .8

. >. .

(s.d.m1.42)

(2) Parent need of helP 3.30 4.94 1.64 . 11.35

i vet'r .
. Js,d.,...663)

(4).Responsiveness to A.0 10.16 4.04' . 24.30

parents (s.d.s..762)

(4) Social cohesion 7.03 9.02 2.00 . 9.47

,

.
-(s.d.=1:966)

(5) Perceived school 1.88
,

2:56 .68 8.65

effectivenesa
4

. (s.d.....361)

(6) Teacher commitment 4.31 . 6.20 1:89 22.04

, t

t

(0.4.=.393)

*A11 significant at p.e.001.

13
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Responses to these two items'wera originally assigned the following

numerical v4des, with refinements added later.

0- no opinion
t

1 strongly- agree

2 tend to agree
3 tend to disagree
4 strongly disagree

Since We reverse values for .all negatively worded items, high scores here'.

indicate a perception of less need fof parental he
i
p.
8

According to Table 4, the mean oesChool means was 3.30 in Survey A

(Spring, 1978), and 4.94 in Survey B (Spring, 1980), indicating an upw4xd

shift of 1.64, or 2.47 standard deviations, with a.statiatical significance

beyond the .001 level. The perceptionof need of parental help did decline

when leOwardy declined.
/et later,

c. Social. Cohe. sion. In the conceptualization discussed

social, cohesion is not only linked to jeopardy, but also to homogeneity

(likseindedness) in a school's clientele. We have encountered casual re-
,

ports in, Briish Columbia to the effect that some Independent Schools have

become lest selective while expalOing in apparent response to:the public aid.

In the light of those repOrts, we would expect social coheiion to decline.

The folloWing four social cohesion items, were u`sed in' identical form;,

in' Survey A (Spring, 1978) and Survey B (Spring, 1980);

The school which this child attends often.seems much like a big

,family, people are so.friendly and agreeable.

The people who work together to make this school a success are a

close-knit, friendly group.

larents'in this school prettytuch agree on what the school should

be doing.:,
.

There seems to be quite a bit of bickering.among parents and teacher's ,

at this school. ..(Negatively worded)

14

lb
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Except for

t
were assigne the follow-1,4g

0 2ho opinion
1. titrongly agree

-tend to agree
3' told to disagree
4 strongly disagree'

14

ik*

the negatively worded item, the responses to,-the items

, 9
numerical values (with later refinements1.:

-"'

ho

Higher scores reflect perceptions of less son& coheSion.

,

Turning4a Table 4, we.discoyer.that the, mean of school meats was
/

/7.03 in Survey A (Spring, 1978) and 9(.02 in Survey B (Spring, 1980), indi-
J '

.

/ eating an upward shift of 2.00, or 2.07 standard deviatl.ortsi
/

with a signifi-
,

cance beyond the .001.1evel. As perceivpd by parents, social cohesion in

these independent schot4s was,tably lower in Spring, 1980, Lan in Spring,'
. -,

1978. ' ,,,/-

d. Teacher\Cammitment. Inmost independent ichools,'teacher salarieS

were significantly Improved after the incomes of these schools were substan-

tially supplemented by provincial aid in the fall of 1978 and thereafter.

Did this financial. shot -in -the arm produCe greater teacher commitment, in the

eyes of parents?

Teacher' commitment as probed by :means of the.followingthree items

in the parent questionnaireS in SUrvey A (Spring, 1978) and Survey B

(Sprin, 1980):,

This child's teacher seems to try very hard to do a good job.

When I see how dedicated many teachers are in this school, I feel
I must do my best to help out.

Almost all teachers at this school seem very well trai-qd for the

)jobs they must do.

Response to these items were assigned the following numerical v ues

I5
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(with later refinementi):.

I
0 no opinion
1 strongly agree
.2 tend to agree
3 tend to disagree
4 strongly disagree 0 .

Pi

Higher stores thus indip,te Per6117 tions of less he
-ees teacher zoloirment. 4

the mean of school me As was 4.31 in Sur-
We Set fromTable 4 tbat

vey A (Spring, 1978))and 6.20
in surveY 3 (Sptiog, 1980), 0.di..cating an

upward shift of 1.M,
4.81 standard deviations; with 4 statistical 0011i...

ftcati.ca,beyoud .001.
Aeseed by the parents, teaPbftt oomoltment had very -

rin 1978 and
definitely declined be eon SP g,,

4
.1,
P desPite the9 80, -

sialare.
notable incr. n teacher

s

paredts. less dedicated/f teamhere,bad L
e. Res vanes to gecove

or committed in the eyes
of parents, til-

did e Parents also describe the school

as a whole, as less 'TesPonsive
to them?

We gauged r
elusiveness to parents, ' both an 44Nly A (Spring, 1978)

and Survey B (Spring, 980), bY means of the f011;012g Four items, all

negatively worded:

The school this child attends 14 "7-148 to 0 t

once, rather than doing a
few thins veu.

This school does a lot
of things that / wish

taan7 things all at ,

it l'oul4 not do.

to
when the school does

things I do not like, f eel do.

anything about it.

.The principal and teachers in
this school dchit pey much attention

to what parents think

Response to .these ites
were assigned the folloviiig iiumerical values

(with later refinements) :

16



0 no op bn
1 strongl agree.,

2 tend to agree'
3. ,tend'to disagree
4 strorfaX Nsagree-

1

Since we reversed value' for the

reflect perception of less respOna

negati, worded items, ,taglher scores

lif
,

ess.

The:Mean, ofischool means ifte 6.12 in SUXV874(Spridg, 1918)

upward

icance

beyonethe :001 level, Thus,'parents seem to indicate t the sc ol's

f.. School Effectiveness. We bSv,e.,one.itiM on perceived sc obi

etfeCtiVe4. s, used.in the paient qUestionnailes bothin:Survey A (Spring,

1978) and.Survey:B 1986). We do. not assume that parents

one else, for that matter) .can accurately determine, from thelx °bier-

0
10,16 in Survey B (Spring, 1980), aocording.4to Table 4. There is

shift of 4.04, or 5.30 standard deviations, with a statistical si

responsiveness to parents very definite:IY declined.

:yations, which schools are the most effective. will be inter sting,,

however" to dptermine whether parents?' Perceptions in this regal'

aged.

1 The item is: "The rate of student learning is above aver ke in this

-school, in comparison with

were assigned the ?ollowing

0 no ipinion
1 strongly agree .

2 tend to agree
3 tend. toe disagree,

4 strongly disagree

t other schools." Responses to this item .

/6-
rical values (with later refin ents) :

Thus, higher scores indicate,less perceived school effectiveness.

17
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The mean of school means onthis item was 1.88 in Survey PA(Spring,

1978) and 2.56 in Survey B (Spring, 1980), indicating an upward sh\ft (in

standard deviations, with a.statistical significance beyond the .00.

the direction of less Perceived School effectiveness) of .68, 'or 1.

(see Table 4).

6

evel

;

2. Changes it 'Teachers' Reports
lik

Since teachers were midway between parenti and students in th tendency

to indicate st;iking differences between public and itndepen

Survey A; we consider them next.

t scho ls in

O

a. Social Cohesion. Do teachers,; like parents, perceive less social

ediest= in their independent Schools in the Sprng of 1'680 than they ,did in

the apring Of 1978?

We measured teachers" perception's of social cohesion by means of the

following items in the t*acher questio4A5ire, both in Survey A (Springoi1978)

and Survey F1'.(Spring,.1980): k

This school often seems like a big family, everyone is so close
and cordial.

Permits often igdicate that they appreciate the wo k teachers are

doing7his SEhool.

Teachers in ttlis school Appreciate each others efforts to an
unusual extent.

1111

In this school, people take a.personAl rest-in each other.

4 ,

The atmosphere in this school'is rather impersonal.(Negatively

4
wbrdid) . * ,

Excepe for the' negatively worded item, responses to these items were

'assigned the following numerical values (with Ihter refinements):

I
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0 no opinion
1 strongly agree
2 tend to agree
3 tend to disagree
4' strongly disagree

O I

. .

Thus, higher scores indicate a perception of less social cohesion in these

P7
independent schools.

The mean of.school means was 11.10 in Survey A '(Spring, 1978) and

9.45 in Survey g (spring, 1980T, indicating a downward shift (toward more

perceived sacral cohesion) of 1.66, or .74 standard deViations, with sia-

tistical significance b d the .00i level (see T be 5). tal:e..f,

We Will ask how parents au teachers 'Could hav opposite perceptiwns in this

41,

regard.

b. Teacher Commitment. We assessedeacher commitment, as reported

4by the teacher themselves (in responhe to largely projective items). -by means.

of the following items in Survey A (Spring, 1978) and Survey B ( Spring,
.t

What would you estimate'as the approximate percentage of teachers

in -this school who throw themselves wholekertedly into their work?

Most teichersin this school seem dedicated to doing a truly
outstanding job, _

SOMe teachers in this school seem downright lazy. (Negatively

worded)

Resposses to the first item listed above were assi
' If

numerical values:

1 All or nearly all
2 60 - go%
3 Around 50Z
4 30,- 40Z
5 Less than 20%

ed the following

Respoose)to the second item listed above We e assigned the following
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TABLE 5

SIGNIFICANT, COMPARISONS BETWERH TEACHERS IN SURVEY A AND SURVdll
ON SEVEN CONPOSITED SCALES SUNmARIE0 ON 28 INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

°

Scale Mean of
School Means,
Survey A

Means of
School means,

Survey B

9.73

9.45

1. Teacher AutnnOmy

4. Social Cohesion

6. Teacher Commitment

8.94,

i.42

*p

**p 4..001

.Differenc

J

20

(

Correlated
t

0 9
(84 ..1427)

i.25

2.72
(e.d...1.416)

7
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ical value, IkAch ware

0 no .0131010/1

. atletiO7 4gree'
2 tad Airee
.3 teal t°Atsseree
4 \ stsonglY disagree

$Risher scores i C'hto

20

reversed for the third) item:

eroeived teacher commitment
/7

The mearL Of 4ChOol eons, for these 'items was 7.42. in Survey

1978) and 4.70-irl N.vey'B (Spring, 1980), indicating a dowOweid shift

(toward more pe%ceiNi.d

significant he/Ci'd the

agree with iutrett wh

A (Spring,

commitment)` of 2.72, or 1.9 stands deviations,

Ci.04 level (see Table,5). Once SS 14t teachers dis--

ereaa parents describe teacher coutn\i_t;zent as de-
.

ug 17/1, Spring, 1980, teachersdeacribe that .4A,and

de-

clining between SPr._ A.I.

commitment go increasing.
.44k.

-1

c. Teacher.----------utonolV.d,Botikin. Survey A (Spring; 1979,/,'and Survey D

(Spring, 1980), we Asked teachers the following four--part q0estion:

DUring che Iltrent school year, do teachers' have COO Bch, too
--4414nut the 'right amount' of responsibilitY each oflittle, o

the fol.-low-ill% areas?

%..

77 budget=
il!=mia

giri
rsstudat

av.1uation (grading)

rhUnder ea h of the to
Ur parts, teacher responses were assigned the following_.

nuderical valises 611th later refinements) :

1. to tuch
2. about flAh.
3. to list

4

Thus, higher e ocre4 signify4es0
. 10themselves.'

teacher autonomy

21

as pefoeilAd the._ teachers



Tbke mean of.the school mean fo,rteachei autonomy was 8.94 little

less than ' out right," oAerage) in Survey A (Spring, 1978); and 9.73

'

is Skirlr4 3 (Spring, 19'78), shiwing.an increase in the mead (and a decline

-in meaty d autonomy) of .79, or ,49 standard deviations, statistically

t at.the .02 level (see Table 5). Compared witY other changessignific

from Surge A Co Survey 4---tbis one, though 4tatisticallY. ignificant, is

_/ /' /
,

a

uot at all amatic:

d

od four dioenill

No Si ificant Chan e. 'Table 6 provides detsik

from the teacher questionnaire on which there was no

srsttstlOallY significant change from Survey A (Spring, 1978) 'to Survey 0
AF.

(Spring, i980). These dim'ensions,,s11 based on teach perceptions, are

Paieor C Qigaitment; Parent Invplvemeni;

ingaa. these Measures;botOnTesclker Work, Rewards. Ttie',)items compr of u

0 ,

reed -Upon Mission; a4

, .

Survey 'A arid Survey R, are Se followi:
I

.1

.b

/
1Irafent Commitment) 1

t
I yoA ere pisaming a field - ip with yclUr stu ents, how easy

. would it be to get parents to volunteer to come along and help?

It fen needed some special help in the classroo next week, how
easy would it be to get a pareniror two to help ou out for a
total of three or four hours? ."-

a
. ..

it:p your opinion, what percentage of parents ii this school would
be %Ailing to help raise some money for some special project by --

:.

Taking charge of a booth for two or three hours on a special
school science fair, arts-end crafts fairs, or "fun day"?
Donating cakes, cockles etc., to a special school "pastry sale"?
showing up to give the two above-named functions. some moral suppCtt?

*
(Parent Involvement)

/
Pitrauts often indicate that they apPreciate the work teachers are
dolAg in this school.

Pilrauts are extensively involved in activities in this school.

4

22
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Scat

TABLE 0 I

P
isoNs B0E61 sugyty A iORVEY h 000INGINO SIGNIFICANT PIPFeRkNem IN DATA

FROM FO COMPOSITE') SCALES ?ROM
TOOR QUESTIONNAIRES,

sOMMARIzEO 011 1,4bEPENDENT SCHOOLS

Mean of School hone

Survey A(1978)\

Correlated

2 Parent Commitment

1' Parent Involvement

-1129

5 Special, Agreed-upon

Mission 4

7 Teacher Work Rewards

,

23

1,56

0.11

0.10

*None /statistically ,significant

*

4

24



don't
(Negativ

23 4

on Mission
sing very special abut this

rded) 4 school.

r-This school ffers st

1/4
this schuo
vein

The goals
out parAlt

These is 4 strong fe
dietinctive-diffe*Int

is a number bf unusnal advantages.

ate. vsWsimifar to the goals most

5 .

aron9d tiere that i,school Is really
from most other schooza.

II41....CESOker Work Rewards)
7

In this school, I findy work rewarding .

1st

V

of

1

Chan8114s..§uclents' Rep am

Finally, we tura to `comparisons baseeupon'date from. t

tionnaires in Sur4y A (Spring, 1978) and SgrveY B (Spring, 1,8

a. Teacher Commitdent. Whereas reports fr

teacher comeitmeAt had dedlined, and4reports-from

teacher cdSoit0SAt had increased, report* from at

cant differences in this regard.

We meesnrad teacher comditment as perceived
4 ,

olivifolipwog items in Survey A (Spring, 1978) and k:Tay B (Spring,

Tills teacher tries very hard,o see that everybody learns.

This teanlriaily,tries hard to do a good jqb.

This teacher really doesn't care whether we learn or
Negatively worded)

This teacher cares a lotabout what students thik.

This teacher goes out 'Of the way to help atudemts;

Except for the megatiVely worded, item, responses to

OZ

these it

the following Tellies (with later refinements):

k:
q

/ -

off' parents cateVthag,')
-

lipachere-ibdicatthet

Ildtnts'inditate0

by students^by means

if

tiJ c

not.

of

1980):

were aSeignee



0.

1 trio'. '#.

2 false ,, .

/. 1..
,

. Cons
I

okueutly higher ciftes-indiate, a perception .of less

The mean-Of school. ns was.4,04 in Survey. A (Spring, 1978) and 7.55 in

a

teachei commit*nt.'

, ,

Sarirty B (Spring,. k980) ght the 'difference of .54 ,,,a ere twentieth ofa
, . rc4

$tandiid4sviaion, is far from statiaercalsiguificance(sew Table0)..
... *11,4'''C

-b. Attractiveness of IssElh0.,t11.4.1.. Weasked students -about the'

attractiveness of teacher and class ti the f011owinCitmis both in Survey A

and Sutte7 B:

.,/

,I think the'teacher reelly likes the students in this class.

Most Students don't lilt this class. (Negatively worded)

,

This teacher is more lice a frien&thio someone who tells you
what you should do.

Mast studenii,seem to "like

Students j.n iLs cl 'like their teacher a lot.

--Except for the negattioly rded item, the fo 1 awing .numerical values' Were

assigned to the responses

.1 true
2 . false

to these items (wIth later refinements):;14

Bigher scores signify less' attractivQ4ess of teach and class.
Ptt-

The mean of school means 0 dimension"was 7.40 in Survey A

(spring, 1478) and 7.6 Irn Sure 4g, 19800, indicating a shift (4

(.1t of a sta ard deviation) in the direction-of diminished attractive-.

nes., statisticallyignificant.at the .006 level (Table 7).

...1=7 V.
. 4e..........jitErlStUent. In an erlbrt to determine how much

gm:. .-
.,

._

students ed to engage ili their' work, rather than "foolirig around,"

26.

, ,

.4
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diydreI°444' St;.'

Soth_ ts
scud.°

a '26

included the followl8 items in Survey A and Survey B:

fool around a lot ija this class. (Negatively worded)

(ok /).0114ettniesitAa had to work in this class because it's noisy.
2Stivel9 w°rded)

Sttici
eats are 'Itetty viet in this t.14es-

Zkoe1114
fot

the CW ng8atiliel9 worded items' which were reversed in value,

the fa' -4441 values were assigned to the responses (with later refinements':

Th.

1.

2 'kiss'kiss
44 .144v -r scores indicate less eingsge0e4t in work as reported by students.

Thi4

,Nils# Of
school means is 5.04 1.171. Survey A. (SPring, 1978) and 4.82,

in $1.1,7 (pi i°5' 1980) , 1;11catios a shift of .22,or .36 standard devia-
.

tt-ops, St4ttSticellY significant at the AS level,in the direction of

zb

tQ11150 644130011: ill work (seeTable 7)..

4 kl105.111141ion for work. To assess the extent to which stu-

4110.04" enthusiastic About their studOe.- we coed the following items in

84rvef 4134 sarvef

1 r
41.11 eitOY My work in this sob°°1.

Oat- scit m9 school work is boring- (legativel7 worded)

1 em prod of'sly school work.

Eats
Or Chit nallstiv41,4d Itft11,,,.respOttees to these items were

4%3140.'4 4 44.tmefi5411 lialus of 1 for "true end 2 for "f41seh (with later

r%logentrii Thog, higher scores indicate less

stliclisks.74
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The mean of school means is 4.16 for Survey A (Spring, 1978) and

453 for Survey B (Spring, 1980), indicating a shift of .38, or 1.58 stan-

dard deviations, significant beyond the 001 level, in the direction Of

dikinished enthusiasm for school work (see Table 7).

'e. School Justice. To determine the extent to which students saw

clAtaselves as treated fairly in their schools, we used the following items

in Surveys A and B:

When teachers become angry in this school, it

good reason.

is usually for a

Teachers around here almost never notice when a student does a

good job. (Negatively worded)

When I Work hard around this school, nobody seems to appreciate

it. (Negatively worded)

I know some students who got into't/ouble

nothing to deserve it. (Negatively worded)
they had done

kept for the three cegatively worded items, for which Values were reversed,

th44 values'assigned to the responses were 1 lot "true" and 2 for "false!,
$1

Thus, higher scores itoi-

10.
cate less of a sense of being treated justly.

1" 241141° of
S°11°°1 IMAMS is 5.28 for Survey A (SPting,,1978)-and

5.47 in Survey g (Spring, 1980), indicating "a shift of .40, or almost pre-

olaely one standard deviation, significant beyond the .001 level, in the

direction of leis perceived fairness (see Table 7).

f. School Attractiveness. Finally, we sought to ascertain

the "taut to which students wore. attracted to their school as one that was

in soma sense special. To that end, we iaclud'ad the following items

th. aollAmair au.dationnaire in both Survey A ( Spring, 1978) and .Survey B



spring, 1980

I fo to. ivis an honour to 80 to a school like this.

28

Most of the timel think this is one of the .best schools there is.

As before, Cresponses tO,these items were assigned values of 1. for

;,)

. ,

"true" and 2 441 "false" (with later refinements).

Thus, higillf 3C0res indicite 101,0,a,tendermy to view a school as a spe

cial place chat one is proud to attend.
ll'

The Omen of school means is 2.62 fbr Survey A (Spring, 1978), and

3.07 for Stir", B (Spring, 1980), indicating a shift of .44, or .87* a7.

standard deviation, significant at the .025 level, in the direction ori

diminished tendency to view the school as a special, attractive place (see

Table 7).
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To summarize those findings, when we compared data from Sutvey A

(Spring, 1978) with data from SUrvey B (Sort* 1980), we discovered the

following:

On the positive side:

Parents indicated that their independent schoolS4,were less

severely jeopardited fgx lack of money

StUdents indicated that
. . teacher commitment had not changed

. . . students were more consistently engaged in their
work (rather than daydreaming, etc.)

Teachers that
. . . mach,. commitmlit had increased

. . 'Social cohesion had increased

. . . there was no diminution of parent commitment,
parent involvement, sense of special mission, teacher

work rewards

On the negative side:

Parents indicated that
theylad a diminished sense of being needed at
social cohesion had diminished at the school
teacher commitment had diminished
the' independent schools were less responsive to

levels ofystudent academic achievement had dimi
erlathi

Students indicated tiat
they found,their schools, classes. and teachers less

attractive than before
'their enthusiasm for theip.4chool work had diminished

. . they bad si diminished sense of being treated justly

Teachers indicated that their autonomy had diminished to some
extent

the school

parents
nished,

Conclusions

Except for this data from, teachers, these findings concerning social

climate changes in independenc,sChools between the Spring of 1978 and, the

spring of 1980 eremostly negative. According to parents' responses to the
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items analyzed for this report, the signs concerning the Social c1J:mates of

their independeoc schools all Sint to deterioration between Spri.28, l97'8,

and Spring, 1980. The only advantage ass)ciated with the provincial aid is
/

that financial difficulties have diminished. According to students, they

are now more consistently engaged in their school , and teacher commit-

ment has not changed, but they find their schools, eir classes, and their_t6

teachers less attractive, they are less enthusiastic about their school work,

and they, are treated less justly. Teachers, most of whom have enjoyed

precedented salary increases, describe themselves and their collesftes as

more committed then before, think there is more social cohesion i2 their

ischooli;-and see nothing discussed in this report as deterioratiag.

Though the negative findings-were all predictable in tens Of the

conceptualization en which the entire study was based.)

they took us by suiprise for reasons that we should 0014 ex-.

plain. In interviews that will be reported elsewhere, key iniormants (mostly

administrators ead association officials) had indicated to us, with excep-

tional consisteocl% that the independent schools showed 1,1141010s4es

negative effecta thus far. On the contrary, according to these 14e, in-

formants, parents, teachers, administrators,

)

board members, and associa-

tion officials bad taken new heart as a co equence of the public assistance.

Now that the schools no longer were plagued by recurring fisCal crises,

personnel could concentrate on important improvements. Parentsather than

losing interest, seemed more enthusiastic and involved than ever before.

School leaders wave so vigilant against the danger of losing the '41stinctive

features of independent schools that they were emphasizing those nIstinctions
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as never before,land withAienifest success., There might be danger in the

future, especially if the level of the aid were eignificeotlytincreased,., or

if.signifizant new regulations were laid down by the province, Put thus far,
.1

there haa, been no notable deleterious consequences. We believe these re-

ports were entirely sincere, and'we foun

If,one is inter red in social cl

1 evidence analyzed i the present repA is

istic reports of school administratotsand

(2evidence clearly contrad cts the ab mentioned reports

Evell so, 'several interpreiati

em convincing.

e characterittia, pwever, the

much superice..to the iipresstork-

association a i ai Thy

are possible. To mehti

We possible interpretation is that the evidence eft ;Ocher

,

wheu-cdufled with thi earlier rep from administratori,and association
. .

officials' should be regarded as valid, and thus that threpopti of the
.. *

students sUd'pareuts should be disregarded. However, .teachers

.
noted,tors, and' association officiala'are not, as we have noted, the'best source

'4
.,.,

of data on the perceptions of st .3ante and parents. $NYeroaPtions are. one 'of
.

.

the,keY elements of social,climate. If students free thaa es
.

as the

reports in this study indicate, and if the Perceptions Of Parents are as

reported here, then in those rfebects, at least, the'sociIr climates,have

deteriorated beyond question.

Mother interpretation is that the deteridrating etttcudes and per-

captives Or students a

of B. C.'s aid to inde

all schools in our secie

Jr ahmarl....rrr

ants are a reflection; not of negative outcomes

t' schools, but of a growing neSativism toward

AS a whole.. The validity of this interpretation
1,

ohmi writ ba'~iiirm144...! 4w tf,.s few this
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report. We will be sager p, see,for example, whether the attitudes of

. ,

students and parentsin public schools deteriorated along the same lints,

1
and to roughly ihe same extent, betweei Spring, 1978; and S6rinlo 1980,

A third possible interpretation is that the indiCations in this

study of &diet Ciarating social climate in independentschools are fella_

ciouemare artifacts of sampling error or chance variations. The rigor-.

ous levels of statistical significance' (mostly beyond .001) for most'of

the relitionthips pa this study tend to rule out chancelindings, though

we pleb to perform multivariate analyses in thefuture.to reduce that

'.likelihood even further. Moreover, it is becoming more and more difficult

to dismiss, the suggested relationship between social climate and, source of

school funding (public versus private) now that the relationship has been
A

suggested in four independent analySes. The relationship was first sug-.

Seated empirically in the Spencer study, in which

publicly supported CatholiCSschools in Alberta, Saskatchewin, and Ontario

were compared with privately supported Catholic schools in British Columbia

and Manitoba. It was suggested agaimin' comparisons between British

Columbia's public and independent schools in Survey A (Spring, 1978) 4uwiwiariz'ed

a ear ifer
It yea suggested a third time in

A
a doctoral dissertation done with an entirely different population of

people, in an area far away, in Merced, California, where public and

33
Catholic schools were compared. Now, is the present study, variations

over time in the source of funding for a single set of schools are found to

be associated with the same social climate differences. These highly

gr.ient findings. though. iot conclusive, are difficult to dismiss lightly.
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A fourth interpretation of the findings in the present study is

that social climate characteristics in independent schools did iadeed

deteriorate betjeen the spring of 1978 smith* spring of 1980 as a cconse-

quango: of the inflow of public money, in keeping with the predictions of

the conceptualization 9n which the present study was based. We must empha-

size that the findings: d,no.t lead inexorably to this conclusion. Much

further work, inCludifig,inde discussed below, must be done before the inter-

could st ill turn out
Ni

pretation will be substantiated at all firmly, and it

Readers hould take it no more seriously than the logic of theto be wrong.

situation appears, in their minds, to warrant.
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The conceptualization has been discussed in detail elsewhere. 3y

-Pew ch
However, it may be important to summatizekts central elements here:

Effestg;2LpJeo amal .--1?hen Public money is not available to support

a school, two inched/ate consequendes seem gbvious: Its clients must supPOrt

it (normally through fees), and unless it obtains considerable access to

Ptivate wealth, its future will be in doubt. Everyone in the enterprise

Itzlows it will go out of business if it does not compete successfully for ,

clients and their money, so normally everyone has sn additional incentive

to perform well. In the Spencer study mentioned earlier,many teachers

and patents said their commitment to 4 school was enhanced when their

efforts seemed badly needed and difficult to replace. Some teachers

discussed the. apparent Benefits of und erstaffing in privately supported

ahools.35' When there ite barely enough ReSP1- to keep the school

tUnning, apparently they value each other's contributions very highly,.

and express appreciation often and int ensely, thus reinforcing commitment.

Stkilatly, when a private school is short of moneY., it appears that people

Pull together as a result. Teachers, Viewing the financial sacrifices of

L Parents and the conscientiousness of students, redouble their efforts.

Students, knowing that their parents are doing without things tb send them

to school, and witnessing their teicheta working antra hard for r diculously

little paY,.feel obligated to apply themselves to their work. Parents,

seeing that t,pachers do so much for so little, and observing that their

children apply themselves, are reinfotOed in th-ei?commitMent.

.'3. 461y haVeOn the negative side, extreme deprivation seems

negative effects in any school, producing discouragement, an
*1.

.

c%mitment.,
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Effects of Investment'--Parents may often view Schools that appear

to cost them nothing as offering nothing special and thus warranting

no dPe'cial effdkt or thought. When parents must pay, or pay more

one would expect them to affiliate more deliberately and with greater

commitment. They probably will not affiliate at dil unless the), think

they are getting something extra in exchange for the extra costs. If

they get something extra, or think they getlie, they may feel obliged:

(committed) to reciprocate in some way. And people often follow their
a

investments with efforts to ensure aWyoff.

Some parents, having decided (for whatever reason) to shoulder the

extra costs of a private school, may Jusify the costs by convincing

themselves (in the absence' of evidence, if need be) that the school does,

indeed; feature special beoefits. They may view the school through'

rose- colored cladses. and respond to what they perceive with enhanced

commitment. But one would not/generally expect people.either to shoulder

the costs or evidence the commitment when there is nothing to suggest

that the school does something extra. Schools with diffuse, unarticulated,

or even contradictory goals probably inspire little commitment. It seems

likely that most parents Will respond apathetically to such schools,, and

if payment is involved, will decide it is not warr d. The more a school

111must depend upon private sources of

it to stress an4 preserve its signs

support, them, more

of exceptionality.

OWe-mey expect

Effects ofzistztilomen.We suspect that schools with relatively

homoge4ons Clienteles ere dramaticall different from schools with

heterogeneous slienteles, epseciallY when the homogeneity relates/ to
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educational preferences. When there is reasonable consensus on what a

school should do, much energy that might otherwise be expe ed oalanaging

conflict and trying to accomplish many things simultaneo ly should be

available for more productive tasks. When, goals are more con istent

cleaq.y focused, they should bc easier to achieve. Thus schools marked .

; e

by congensuirshould be characterized by greater student achievement along

the lines that the school emphasize. The homogeneity and consensus should

foster the development of cohesive social groups, characterized by norms et--

commitment to the common Soals'and by collective belief systems that

reinforce the Common commitment. Because of the internal consistency of such

schools, students should-feel that they are treated in a more principled

and consistent fashion, should believe they have more control, over theiF.

destinies (because of the greater predictability), and should develop more

self-confidence. .Teachers should report that their intrinsic rewards are

consistent and powerful, that their classroom efforts are generally

successful, and that parents are supportive and trusting,

o reiterate, homogeneity, in turn, seems a logical product of the

sc eening effect of school fees.

Effects of Selective Admissions. - -In contrast.to public schools, which

are forced to serve virtually enyone who shows up, privately supported

schools may arbitrarily exclude would-be patrons who seem likely to create

serious problems (to slily nothing of the freedom to ex Pell them later, if

they are admitted and prove to be misfits).

Public funding need not affect selective admissions. But whenever

public funding of private schools is considered VT given, thereis ooliOcal
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funding could crease the demand for pritare schools, and Private schools could

respond to)chat increased demand, or co the enhanced stability that

may come with its by expanding in Such a way as to become less rigorously

selective.

However, the findings identified earlier do not precisely fit the

above- discussed conceptualization. For example, the inflow of public

funds is associated with 1411itivl AerCepciOnS by teachers, but mostly*

Plsative perceptions by students and pareocs.

.sPeculate concerning one scenarici which appears

It may be useful to

to reconcile the

findings with the conceptualization, add with each other at

Junctures where they se* contradictory;

101

those

(a) Teachers, administrators, board members, and association *ace-

tives,haVS good reason to view British Columbia's aid to independent

schools through rose-colored glasses. Except in the few independent

schools in British Columbia that have access to wealthy clients, teachers,

administrators, and board semberasuse have experienced an overwhelming

sense-of relief, Once the aid was given, for many of them had faced fiscal ,

cruis after els crisis, yeir after year. Association amecutiveS,

dealing s'etlY'Wit crisisitdden schools, must brie experianced similar

relief. We know fr the key-informant ,Azterviews mentioned earlier that

the salaries 0B tee re in most.iadendent schools were COUSider41217

. mollented as a consequence of the aid, etc' one would anticipate cothmensurete

V
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0 tore8DooSe the biggest client of all, and less responsive.both to indi-

vidkal p/e4te (moo era insignificant contributors, and under present

rePlaced..by other parent's on the welting list) and to

Pars 0° 4 tOtAl-g) (since the voice of the province is constant,

whemee ice
sa
4NtiteetiCs of parents are difficult to register collectively).

tb1911dwuw'
r
-Secp-7 -huu administrators, fAl° want better salaries and

.fr1480 17641te 09/ "*Vets for their share Of the Provincial dollar

AOrtp.i.

11401 Y *42° 44't their echool'coste to be held down, or even

rechicad .1144 parents end'prOfessionsls, ollo.onoe worked together to raise

.fuStis, "v1'4 contrted services, and beIa4Ce

01:113psi.tie' 14 this teapect at least.

(°) .114 elat41q school is.612 a firmer financial, footing,

the budget, are drawn into

parents

feel cheOlitIttibut141111 Are needed less, and probably are less appreci-

ated.. j, 7 oroWiPIA Of paying people adequately for services becomes

ever fors f1raolly established, the independent schools may reach'the point

psental contributed services are actually resented, since they

,te 4.
red4c0 vs, for ceetthwe employment and "ertime.

(01 To the'eetant that tuition fees attd other costs for parents are!

reduced for 2-Af1aciom)-and some of this has occurredand to the i411110u4 f

extlalc 0° the prOginlal funds are used tes IDake independelt schools more

ettl.soti7
Jib independent schools May be expanding toAlimits of their

a
captooyf %comfit** by iooreseing chelr.4Pacir7, at the cost of gain,.

Ars
int oliev ..%ss mOtiNt/000 did nit rent them to independent_schools

in till est' 'fie ii14441 Of these new ell different in character frOm

011.ft,
the old t% oal i4troxinoe dissonance into independent schools, thus
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tlittering the diminished sense of community (social cohesion) that par,

sots' reports are indicating.

(h) Teachers, now with two masters (the Province

t,4th increasingly dissonant signals from the latter, and

Oellatomed reasons to take their awn financial interests

account, may be torn in different directions and may act

and the parent),

with new and un

increasingly into

inconsistently in

cooaequeate: This inconsistency, in turn, maY Mean that-students, find`

108 the consequences of their actions less consistent 10 Predictable,

attribute the things that happen to them increasingly to chance and in?.

Ptice. Partly for this reason, they may become less enthusiastic about

eletr school work and find their schools, classes, and teachers less

W. continue to sPeculate. One way of suMmerizing all these possible

toldencies in keeping with the conceptualization discussed

OPL,t)vil is to state that in the wake of the introduction of provincial

aistmtance, the typical British Columbia independent school is'ceasing to

be a aemeinschaft, a close knit community in which people Perform because

n
of mutual commitment to Special goals and to each other, gs moving ever

cl"er,to the Gesellschaft ,.the complex "sociarY" where relationships

mOong people are segmented and specialized, where goals are divergent, and

Were people make their various contributions celculatively, in exchange

fOr their own special incentives, teachers for salaries, Parents for a

sore orderly school environment for their children, and children because

theF have little choice. If these tendencies continue, they may be self:.

rgli4torcing. As teachers foci= more and more on extrinsic incentives, they

A A
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may Se= less and less oepmitted to parents and eventually to students,

they may be brought into increasing confrontations with parents and

school boards, &Md they may exhibit numerous other attributes often suh-

suMed under the term, "union mentality. Parents, sensing more and more

that their contributions and involvement are not, only unneeded, but're-

sented. may withdraw to the sidelines, perhaps eventually sniping at their

schools in the alienated manner that has been so widely evident in recent

years. Students, treated more like Patients under treatment than members

of a fumetionio& community may perform ever lore inauthentically, eventually

exhibiting much Of the hostility and disiht eiwthat has been publicized

of late. Eventually, independent schools could ,lose ,all,. the social climatk

characteristics that once distinguished them frOpubiic schools..

This speculative picture may be overdrawn. Soma important social

climate characteristics have odt been considered in this report. Though

there is persuasive evidence to indicate that

the social climate characteristics that seem stypically to distinguish

privately supported schools from publicly 4ppported schools are more

crucial to scho°1 success than are the characteristics that typically

distinguish publicly` supported schools from privately supported ones, the

evidence is not conclusive.16
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Implications for PracticeiJ

Even though the deleterious effects of public funding, is.suggested

above, have not been firmly substantiated, we think the findings raise

tentative quettions about current public policies and policies now under

considerationolgt does not seem self-evident that partial or full public

:support ig.an unmixed blessing for schools, either public or independent.

The above-discussed tendencies suggest to us that if independent schooli

P need government-granted fiscal relief, grants directly to parents

(e.g., the infamous vouchers) ma, be preferable to grants directly to

schools; tax credits or deductions may be preferable to grants, and per--

hips the best arrangement o' all may ba to equalize the competitive posi-

4
tion of,pUblic and independent schools by withholding public funds from

hoth except, perhipe, for educational allowances to poor parents.

However, many other considerations must enter into the,debates

that lead to public policy. What seems most desirable educationally is

often not feasible politically or economically, and in the United States,

at least, complex constitutional issues are raised as well. Since the

issues are so complex and our evidence is still inconclusive, a full-blown
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discussion of these practical impliCations had best await another day.

Implications for Research

Implicatiooe forresearch are much simpler to discern. Without

further evidence, it will be impossible to determine which of the Above,

discussed intervatetions, plus others not mentioned here, are moss con-

gruent with actual conditions in independeht schools. At least the

. following steps shoUld be taken:

(1) Extensive personal interview*, at least one hundred 4144 Per-

haps as many se two hundred, should be conducted soon in British ColUmbies

ia4spendent schools, mainly with teachers, parents, and older students who

have been in-their current schools since the begirding of the 1977-'78

school year, to test many aspects of the competing interpretations Of this

study's findings Against these people's perceptions of what has occurred.

If polsible, the interviews should be supplemented by extensive obser-

vations, and referahly some Abbstantial ography.

(2) Several other types of data should be gathered to test several

key components of the competing interpretations. For example, we should,

acquire precise fiRlires on the growth rates, teacher salary increeSee,

and recent policy conflicts of various independent schools, so we can

determine what circumstances are associated with various social elite

changes.

(3) Currant data must be analyzed much.more extensively, al°48 limes

suggested earlier 4401 in other respecti. It would be illuminating to dis-

cover, for example, whether the most pronounced social climate cheats have
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_occurred ill the independent sohoold in which the provincial grants repre-

sent the highest proportions of operating bupgets.

(4) A third social Climate survey should be conducted in the spring

of 1982, to'add a third point in time to the data from 1978 and 1980. By

determining which trends were Psrsisene, from 1978 to 1980 and from 1980 to
. .

1982, which were shortlivid, and which became more intense as time passed;

we would WI in immeasurably better position to discern the central dynamics

by which pOblic funding affects school climates,

(5) ,beyond the enigmas identified here, we need to begin focusing

on the'facc°ts which are most closely determinative of school social cli-

mates. To do this, we must go beYdnd compering public and independent

schools., studying, instead, the effects on schools, regardless of their

affiliative type, of various combinations of Policy-influenced variables.

Analyses of that nature, for which we have already gathered supplementary

data in two United States cities, will soon begin.

9

AQ
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Notes

1. In some respects, the paitics.of.the study' itself make more
-,intereseing'readingthan the findings. For example, the work has been

,

strenUouslY opposed by teacher organizations. n British Columbia and

Washington, D; C., and we have reason to suspect that our diff4rulties
with rhe National Inatitvteof Education have some relations i to that

opposliFion In the future, we may report systematically on these
matters. 0

2. Donald A. Erickson and Richard L. Nault,, Effects of Public MoIlly

on Catholic Schools in Western Canacia. Interviews . A

final report to the Spencer Foundation. San Francisco: Center for

Research on Private Education, University of San Francisco, 1980.

3. E..g., Edward L. McDill, Leo C. Rigsby, and Edmund D. Meyers,

Jr., "Educational'Climates of High Schools: Their Effects and Sources,,!

American Journal of Sociology 74 (1969): 567-86; James S. Coleman,

The Adolescent Societ : The Social LIfe of the Teenager and Its _nafil

on Education (Glencoe: Free Press, 1961); Michael Rutter et al.,

Fifteen Thousand Hours; ,Secondary_191R11114201111eir Effects on Children

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press,-1979); George F. Madaus et al.,

"The Sensitivity of Measures of School Effectiveness," Harvard

Educational Review. 49 (May, 1979):.207-30.

4. Donald A. Erickson; Lloyd MacDonald, and MichaelE. Manley- Casimir,
Characteristics andltelatIonshipsublic 10 Independent Schools (San

Francisco ,and Vancouver.: Center for Research on Private Education and
Educational Research Institute of Britis4 Columbia,,1979). Also see
shOrter version in Donald A. Erickson, "Should All the Nation's Schools
Compete for Clients and Support," 211112.e.154.15.41Zali , September, 1979,

pp. 14-17; 77.

5. Item responses to each scale were later recoded to: (a) assure
data.integrity , and (b) provide for internal consistency in eliciting
responses. Missing data were set equivalent to a neutral scale positio.'xi
equidistant from the two ends on the scale. Values above the neutral
position were recoded to'accomodate a neutral Position.

Response to items in the questionnaires administered to teachers
and parents were recoded as follows:

Positive Items,
Item Transpositions

Previous New

Blank
0

1

2

3

4

3

3

1

2
a 4

5
A 11

Negative Items,
Item Transpositions

Previous New

Blank . 3

0 . 3

1 5

2 s 4
3 . 2 .

4 1
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Similarly,' responses to items in the questionnaires administered
to students were ricoded as follows:

Positive Items Negative Items,
Item Transpositions Item Transpositions

Previous New . Previous New Ilk

Blank
0

1'
2

= 1.5
= 1.5
= 1.0

mg. 2.0

Blank 1.5
0 am 1.5
1 = 2.0.
2 = 1.0

6. InSurvey A, for the purposes of other analyses these items
formed two scales, with alphas of .85 and .59, respectively. we have
not yet had time to calculate the alpha for the Present scale, used
for comparisons between Survey A and Survey B.

7. .See note 5, above.

8. In Survey A, a scale with three items and.,an 4lpha of .74 was

used for other purposes. One of the items was dr'ppedjn.Survey B, for
the scale used in these comparisons, and we have n t yet had time to
calculate an alpha fo

9. 'See note. 5, a ove.

10. In Survey, we used a scale of 5 items for other purposes. It

had an alpha of .73. The 4-item scale used for these compariSons has
not yet had its alpha calculated.

11. See'note 5, above.

12. In Survey A, the alpha for this scale was .69. The alpha hai
not yet been calculated for-data from Survey B.

13. See note 5, above.

14. In Survey A, the scale used for other purposes had S. items and

an alpha of .97. One of the items was dropped for the scale used for
these comparisons, and the new alpha has not yet been calculated.

)

15. See note 5, above.

16. See note 6, above.
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17. This scale had 7 items and an alpha of .83 in Survey A, but
5 items were dropped in Survey B, and no new alpha has yet been

or .the scale use forcalculated f the Present Comparison.

18. See note. 5, above

19. In Survey A,, this scale had / items'and an alpha of .87,
but 4 items were dropped from Survey 1119 and a new alpha has"not yet been
calculated for the scale used for the Present comparison.

20. In.Survey Ars this scale contained another item, and-had-an
alpha of .53, but the othertem(was considered ambiguous and dropped
forkk Survey BP and a new alpha has not Yet been calculated for the scale
used for the Present comparison.

21. -See note 5, above.

22. In Survey A, this scale was composed of 6 items and had an
alpha of .75, but one item was dropped in Survey B because of objections
by the B. C. Teachers'Federation (they objected to asking students to
respond to the item, "Sometimes I think this teacher is lazy "), and

a new alpha has not yet been calculated for the scale used for the present.

comparison-.

23. See1note 5., above.

24. In Survey A, .this scale h'ad 6 items and an alpha of .81.

One of the items was dropped in .SurveY Et, and a new alpha has not yet
been calculated for the scale.used for the present comparison.

25. See note 5, above.. .0

26. This scale had 5 items in Survey A and an alpha of .65, but
2 items were dropped in Survey B,,and a new alpha has not yet been '

calCulated for the scale used for the Prsent comparison.

27. See note 5, above.

28. In SurveY4A, this scale had S items and ah alpha of .65. In

Survey B (the version used for these comparisons), 2 items were dropped,
and a new alpha has not yet been calculated.

29. See note 5, above.

30. In Survey A, this scale, with these same items, had an alpha

of 61. An illoha has not yet beeen calculated on the basis of data from
sorvey B.
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31. See note 5, above

32. In Survey A, this scale had 5 items and alpha of .72.urvey sca tems an a In

,Survey B, 3 items were dropped, and a new alpha has not yet been
calculated.- The, 3 -item MArrsion was used for, these comparisons.

4.
If,

33. Bdrbara
..

'.. ;,'

. son, "A Study of Characteristics and

,
Relationships in ,A' and Private Elementary, and Junior High Schools in

'Merced, California Ed. D. dissertation completed, pending approval,

School of EdUcat n, University of San Francisco, 1981.

14. See note 4, above.

35. This pattern is reminiscent of findings with respect to
"undermanning" in the extra - curricular activities of high schools. See,

R. G. Barker and P. V. Gump, Big School, Small School: HilbSch221_,Size
and Student Behavior (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1964):
and Edwin P. Willems,--"Sense of Obligation to High School Activities
as Related to School Size and Marginality of Student," Child Development
38 ('1967): 1247 -60.

36. See note 3, above.
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